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ANISOTROPY OF THE COSMIC MICROWAVEBACKGROUND RADIATION AND TOPOLOGYOF THE UNIVERSEM. DemianskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of WarsawHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, PolandDepartment of Astronomy, Williams CollegeWilliamstown, MA 01267, USAand A.G. DoroshkevihTheoretial Astrophysis CenterJuliane Maries Vej 30, 2100 Copenhagen Ø, DenmarkKeldysh Institute of Applied Mathematis, Russian Aademy of Sienes125047 Mosow, Russia(Reeived February 18, 2002)We show that the presently observed anisotropy of the osmi mi-rowave bakground radiation already restrits the size of the fundamentaldomain. It turns out that if the Universe is multiply onneted then thesize of the fundamental domain is omparable or larger than the diameterof the surfae of last sattering.PACS numbers: 04.20.Gz, 98.70.VThe generally aepted osmologial models are based on the assumptionthat on a su�iently large sale the Universe is homogeneous and isotropi.This assumption strongly restrits the geometry of spaelike setions of theUniverse allowing only three possibilities: �at (k = 0) Eulidean geometry,hyperboli (k = �1) geometry, and spherial (k = +1) geometry. The ge-ometry of the Universe however does not determine its topology. It has beenestablished that a �at 3 dimensional manifold an have 18 di�erent topolog-ial strutures (Hantzshe & Wendt 1935) while homogeneous and isotropi3 manifolds of onstant positive or negative urvature allow in�nitely manydi�erent topologial strutures (Thurston 1997; Weeks 1985; Wolf 1999). Itis therefore of prime interest to �nd out or at least restrit the topology ofthe Universe. (1729)



1730 M. Demianski, A.G. DoroshkevihNon trivial topologial struture of the Universe is generated by appro-priate identi�ations and gluing. To get a feeling of rihness of the possibletopologial strutures let us onsider as an example the simplest ase of asquare drawn on a �at 2-dimensional plane. By identifying opposite edges ofthe square one obtains a 2-dimensional torus and by hanging orientation ofone of the sides in one pair of opposite edges and identifying opposite edgesone obtains a Klein bottle. The square in this example plays a role of thefundamental domain (for more examples see Weeks 1985).Early attempts to restrit the topology of the Universe were based onthe simple observation that in a multiply onneted spae one should beable to observe images of the same objet (Lahiéze-Rey & Luminet 1995).Galaxies, lusters of galaxies and quasars do evolve and the problem ofproper identi�ation of images has never been solved, besides even quasarsare observed only up to z � 7. It means that from atalogs of galaxies,lusters of galaxies and quasars it was only possible to onlude that thesale of the elementary ell is most probably larger than the distane to thefarthest quasar.More promising possibilities of restriting the topology of the Universeopened up with the COBE detetion of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakgroundradiation (CMB) (Bennett et al. 1996). CMB allows to probe muh largervolume of the Universe sine the surfae of last sattering is at zr � 1300. In1996 Cornish, Spergel and Starkman proposed an interesting and e�etivemethod of determining the topology of the Universe. Their idea is basedon the following onsideration. If the sale of the fundamental domain Lis smaller than the distane to the surfae of last sattering Rsls then anobserver will see spei� pattern in the distribution of CMB anisotropies onthe elestial sphere. Depending on the ratio Rsls=L an observer will see sev-eral setions of the last sattering surfae interseting. Spheres do intersetalong irles and therefore information about the topologial struture ofthe Universe will be enoded in the positions and radii of the irles withidential pattern of temperature �utuations. The positions and radii of theirles an be used to determine the shape, size and orientation of the fun-damental domain (Cornish, Spergel & Starkman 1998). The COBE resultshave been used by several groups to put some restritions on topology of theUniverse, see for example Stevens, Sott & Silk 1993, de Oliveira-Costa &Smoot 1995, and Levin, Sannapieo & Silk 1998.Here we would like to present a simple method of restriting the saleof the fundamental domain using the presently available CMB data. In amultiply onneted Universe, depending on the ratio Rsls=L, an observer willsee many setions of the surfae of last sattering interseting on irles, buthe will also see setions of the surfae of last sattering at slightly di�erentredshifts.



Anisotropy of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground Radiation and . . . 1731As was already mentioned form the analysis of atalogs of quasars andlusters of galaxies it follows that the sale of the elementary ell annot besmaller than the distane to the farthest quasar, therefore we have Lmin �23RH, where RH is the Hubble radius.The reently released BOOMERANG and MAXIMA data over orre-spondingly 100Æ � 30Æ and 30Æ � 10Æ setions of the elestial sphere(Netter�eld et al. 2001; Lee et al. 2001; Stompor et al. 2001). Let us �rstonsider the ase when L � Rsls. The maximal possible angular diameter ofan intersetion irle in the BOOMERANG data is about 30Æ. In the simplease of �at geometry, favored by the reent observational data, and ubialfundamental domain, we haveL = 2Rsls os �2 : (1)Substituting � = 30Æ we see that L � 1:9Rsls. Of ourse, to get someinformation about the topology of the Universe, L should be smaller than2Rsls.
Θ

Fig. 1. The surfae of last sattering interseting the fundamental domain repre-sented by a square.Considering the ase when the size of the elementary ell is omparableto the size of the last sattering surfae let us assume that the irles are sosmall that they annot be resolved by the BOOMERANG and MAXIMAinstruments. The angular resolution of the MAXIMA instrument is about100. In this ase the size of the elementary ell is onstrained byL = 2Rsls os �2 � 2Rsls�1� �28 � : (2)Substituting here � � 3� 10�3 we see thatL � 2Rsls(1� 10�6) : (3)



1732 M. Demianski, A.G. DoroshkevihThere is of ourse the other possibility that the angular size of the irles issmall beause L � Rsls but this ase is exluded by the analysis of distri-butions of galaxies, lusters of galaxies and quasars.Non trivial multiply onneted topology of the Universe generates stillanother e�et. As was already mentioned an observer in suh a universewill see many self intersetions of the surfae of last sattering. Di�erentsetions will appear at slightly di�erent redshifts reating small temperatureanisotropy.Due to topologial imaging a small setion of the surfae of last satteringwill be shifted by �R = 2Rsls(1 � os �2), where � is its angular sale, whatleads to a small displaement in redshift. To estimate the amplitude oftemperature anisotropy generated in this way we average this e�et over thesetion. The volume enlosed by the setion of surfae of last sattering andthe edge of the fundamental domain is Vs = �Rslsh2, where h = Rsls(1 �os �2) � Rsls �28 . The surfae area of this setion is Ss = �R2sls �24 . Theaverage hhi, therefore, is hhi = VsSs = Rsls �216 : Let us now use redshift todesribe distane, we have 1+z = R0R(t) . In a �at (k = 0) osmologial model�lled with matter and the osmologial onstant (
m + 
� = 1, where
m and 
� are orrespondingly the density parameters of matter and theosmologial onstant) distane is related to redshift byd(z) = H0 zZ0 [(1 + z)2(1 +
mz)� z(z + 2)
�℄�1=2dz ; (4)where H0 is the present value of the Hubble onstant. Therefore, we have�RRsls = 2hRsls = �zz3=2r p
m RslsH0 ; (5)where zr is the redshift of the reombination epoh. To estimate temperatureanisotropy generated by this topologial e�et we use in this formula < h >instead of h, we obtain �28 = �zz3=2r p
m RslsH0 : (6)Assuming that the temperature of CMB at the surfae of last sattering isuniform we obtain �TT0 = �z1 + z : (6)Combining (6) and (7) we have�TT0 = ��28 pzr
mRslsH0 � �2�2A ; (7)



Anisotropy of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground Radiation and . . . 1733where we have introdued an additional fator �2�2A to take into aount thefat that the angular size of the antenna beam �A is muh larger than theangular sale of anisotropy. Using onservative estimate from the COBEdata we restrit the maximal variation of �TT0 � 10�4, �A = 10Æ, zr = 1300and for the density parameters we take 
m = 0:3 and 
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